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FOREWORDS

Conflict is a relationship between two or more parties who have, or think they
have, incompatible goals.

 

Conflicts are a way of life, inevitable and often creative. They happen when
people pursue goals which clash. Disagreements and conflicts are usually
resolved without violence, and often lead to an improved situation for most of
all involved. This is just as well since conflicts are part of our existence. From the
micro, interpersonal level to groups, organizations, communities and nations,
economic relations, and relations of power- experience growth, change and
conflict. They arise from imbalances in these relations- i.e., unequal social
status, unequal wealth and access to resources and unequal power- leading to
problems such as discrimination, unemployment, poverty, oppression, crime.
Each level connects to the others, forming a potentially powerful chain of forces
either for a constructive change or for destructive violence. 

 If it is clear that conflicts are with us whether
we like it or not, it is only another step to
seeing that we actually need it. Literacy,
trainings of these kind and other ways of
dealing with conflicts and looking of the
benefits of conflicts, supports people’s
awareness building of problems, promoting
necessary change, improving solutions, raising
morale, fostering personal development,
increasing self-awareness, enhancing
psychological maturity and fun.

   

 

   While from your own experience, you may want to disagree with the advantages
listed above, it is intriguing to reflect on the positive contribution that conflict can
make, at all levels. Without it, you might imagine, individuals would be stunted for
lack of stimulation, groups and organizations would stagnate and die, and
societies would collapse under their own weight, unable to adapt to changing
circumstances and altering power relations. It is commonly said, for example, that
the Roman Empire collapsed because it was not able to adapt and change.
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Presentation of the project “WIN-WIN”
“Win-Win” – training course on conflict management through youth work activities in order to
fight against racism and xenophobia and promote intercultural dialogue among diverse culturally
young people at 19 - 26 May 2022, Antalya, Turkey. The course was strongly based on
experiential learning (learning by doing), with adequate time allocated for debriefing and
reflection throughout the whole program as the process was highly personal and aimed for
attitudinal changes therefore the reflection was very important part of the process (as the
educational team was well aware of). Generally, the working methods were rather non-formal
and participative. Methods used e.g. individual work, pair work, organisational work, mixed group
work, field activity, light theatre method, theatre of oppressed, Dixit card exercise, montages,
interviews, statutes, debate, aquarium discussion, etc.

 The project was based on non-formal educational
methodology. It was learner centred and
participatory. It was really practical, that means
participants put their gained competences into
practice already during the project and the training
course itself. Experienced trainers’ team prepared the
programme flow based on the needs and
expectations of the partner organisations and their
participants. The training contributed to the
development of organizational and communicational
skills of each group member in a specific group work
environment. Group members experience process of
democratic principles such as dialogue, mutual
understanding, giving constructive feedback, decision
making, self-exploration, attitude of analytical
approach. After completion of this training,
participants contributed to the development of their
local community through direct impact on youth in
their work.

The project was based on non-formal educational methodology. It
was learner centred and participatory. It was really practical, that
means participants put their gained competences into practice
already during the project and the training course itself.
Experienced trainers’ team prepared the programme flow based on
the needs and expectations of the partner organisations and their
participants. The training contributed to the development of
organizational and communicational skills of each group member
in a specific group work environment. Group members experience
process of democratic principles such as dialogue, mutual
understanding, giving constructive feedback, decision making, self-
exploration, attitude of analytical approach. After completion of
this training, participants contributed to the development of their
local community through direct impact on youth in their work.
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post-conflict resolution and reconstruction
fight against racism and xenophobia
inter-ethnic and inter-religious dialogue.

Themes of the training course:
Conflict, conflict resolution and conflict management learning for youth workers, youth leaders
who work with diverse culturally groups, marginalised young people, young refugees and
migrants, young minorities, etc. Throughout the project, beside conflict resolution techniques
and methods, exercises and skill - building activities, there was a strong multicultural sense and
atmosphere. In a perspective of the Erasmus+ programme, the next thematic questions were
present in this project:

Through this training participants strengthened their intercultural understanding, emphasize
empathy and solidarity as a tool for resolving inter- ethnic conflicts and create possible themes
for future projects according to the proposals of Erasmus+ programme.

The overall aim of the training course was to train youth
workers, youth leaders who are directly working with diverse
culturality young people e.g. refuges, migrants, minorities,
marginalised young people, etc. being able to support the
process of promoting sustainable local and global peace
through understanding inter-ethnic conflicts. Through this
training, participants broadened their intercultural sense,
develop communication and conflict management skills and
build an awareness of how community problems could be
approached and solved through youth work activities. 

Learning objectives of the training course were:
In the perspective of knowledge, learning objectives were:
-   to define what inter-ethnic conflict is, how it happens and
what are its causes;
–   to recognize stereotypes and prejudices, recall and list them;

to solve communication barriers in conflicting situations and
to demonstrate effective way of communicating that resolves
conflict; 

Learning objectives of the training course were:
In the perspective of knowledge, learning objectives were:
-   to define what inter-ethnic conflict is, how it happens and what
are its causes;
–   to recognize stereotypes and prejudices, recall and list them;
–   to summarize and interpret roles and conflict styles and
conflict management in inter-ethic conflicts; 
–   to identify and later contrast personal behaviour regard to
stereotypes, prejudices, feeling of empathy, tolerance and
solidarity;

–   to explain differences between different countries, traditions
and habits, in regard to inter- ethnic conflict situations; 
–   to paraphrase effective communication when giving feedback
and use decision-making in the actual group work;
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to produce and later use research materials;
to interpret, analyze and describe- and later produce
a project proposal based on the comprehension of
the research;
to state and later describe human rights in inter-
ethnic conflicts;
 to apply the knowledge of inter-ethnic conflict in
simulation or role-play and other similar activities; 
to relate theory to simulations and role-plays; 
to compare different conflict types in different given
situations. 

 to detect and identify personal conflict style and
illustrate skills of solving conflict using personal
communication skills;
to display skills of active listening of the other;
to choose between methods or research and show
the actual work, later organize the research process;
 to construct an outlook of the project proposal
using knowledge; 
to show active involvement in mediation processes
using communication skills; 
to practice different conflict resolution skill;
to practice feedback giving communication skills; 
to actively react more efficiently in inter-ethnic
conflict simulations, using communication and
conflict management skills;
to present daily understanding of the learning
material. 

In the perspective of skills, learning objectives were:

to have a positive approach towards conflict
and being open minded for its solution;
to welcome cultural diversity;
to understand differences and being able for
acceptance and appreciation;
to foster empathy and tolerance. 

In the perspective of attitude, learning objectives
were:
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Description of small local research on the living condition of
inhabitants of Antalya and their approaches, feelings towards

minorities, refugees/migrants, LGBTQI+ youth, disabled people

Organizations for Differently
 Abled People

Orthopedic Disabled People
Organization for Deaf People
Organization for Blind People
Solidarity Association for
Physically Disabled (Bedensel
Engellierle Dayanisma Dernegi)

Bedensel Engellierle Dayanisma Dernegi
 Founded in 2000 by Sevinch Aktug

50 years of experience of working with
differently abled people
18 cofounders with 182 volunteers
Currently supporting hundreds of
physically challenged people
Non-Profit

Reseach Aim
 
 

To analyze needs, expectations, and
possibilities of disabled young people on

representation and participation in Antalya

Finding
 
 

More than 100,000 physically and
mentally challenged people in Antaliya
No support from the national
government but through the network
and local mayor support financially and
in equipment
The organization conducts regular
workshops targeting handicraft and
textile skills so that the physically
challenged people can earn an income 
Another source of income is collecting
bottle caps from the streets and selling it
to factories 
The organization provides monthly
rations or cooking food for such people

Group Members: 
Zsofi, Gerda,

 Ibrahim, Azad, Yunus, Humble
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REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS – young people in Antalya

Brainstorming
Structured interviews were done by
going out to the public and speaking to
young adults about their experiences
Researched local volunteer groups,
reviewed articles and e-journals
 

Methodology

 A lot of people that we asked around
were hesitant to share their story. 
Most of them said that they are not
feeling comfortable or like at home here. 
They get the very basic care to survive. 
Most of them want to move out of
Turkey at some point.

Interviews 
 

 

ORGANIZATIONS

Free of Charge Healthcare Services
Vocational Training
Helps with education

- Promoting Refugee Protection
- Registration and Refugee Status
Determination
- Child Protection
- Prevention and response to Sexual and
Gender Based Violence
- Community Engagement

Since the start of January 2013, the camps in turkey have increased from 14 to 17
in eight provinces (Hatay, Sanliurfa, gaziantep, Kilis, Kahramanmaras, Adiyaman,
osmaniye and Adana) hosting approximately 194,000 Syrian refugees,
representing a 30 % increase in under five months.
Covered basic human rights, healthcare, education and monthly money provided.
But still it is just for people to survive – not live. 
AFAD: free debit cards, grocery packages and healthcare
UNHCR’s İzmir Field Office promotes and supports access to and provision of
protection and quality services for asylum-seekers and refugees in the Aegean
region, including İzmir. 
There isn’t any proper NGO’s in Antalya to provide help for the refugees or
migrants. There’s just an immigration office. You can find some orgnizations but
they don’t cover the entirety of Turkey. 
Antalya are more of a tourist attraction city then a refugee or a migrant center.

Conclusions
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Perhaps nothing is said yet. Things
don't feel right. It may be difficult to
identify what the problem is. Do you
feel uncomfortable about a situation,

but not quite sure why?
 

Discomforts
 

Here a short, sharp exchange occurs without
any lasting internal reaction. Has something
occurred between you and someone else that
has left you upset, Irritated or with a result

you didn't want?
 

Incidents
 

Hare motives and facts are often confused or
misperceived. Do your thoughts keep returning
frequently to the problem?

Misunderstandings
 

Here relationships are weighed down by
negative attitudes and fixed opinions. Has the
way you feal about and regard the other
person significantly changed for the worse?
Is the rel snship a source of constant worry
and concern?

Tension
 

Behaviour is affected, normal functioning
becomes difficult, extreme gestures are
contemplated or executed. Are you dealing
with a major event like a possible rupture in 
a relationship, leaving a job, violence?

Crisis
 

levels of conflict
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Different approaches to conflicts- to
manage, resolve or transform conflict

 
 

Each of the step proposed below includes the previous (e.g. conflict settlement
includes measures for conflict prevention, as appropriate).

CONFLICT PREVENTION
 aims to prevent the outbreak

of violent conflict.

CONFLICT SETTLEMENT
aims to end violent behavior

by reaching a peace
agreement.

 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
aims to limit and avoid future

violence by promoting
positive behavioral changes

in the parties involved.
 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
addresses the causes of

conflict and seeks to build
new and lasting relationships

between hostile groups
 

CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION
addresses the wider social and
political sources of a conflict

and seeks to transform the
negative energy of war into
positive social and political

change.
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Conflict analysis and tools
 
 

We see conflict analysis as a practical process of examining and understanding the reality of the
conflict from a variety of perspectives. This understanding then forms the basis on which
strategies can be developed and actions planned.
Conflict analysis can be done with the help of a number of simple, practical and adaptable tools
and techniques.

to understand the background and history of the situation
to identify all the relevant groups involved
to understand the perspectives of all these groups, and how they relate
to each other
to identify factors and trends that underpin conflicts
to learn from failures as well as successes 

                                     WHY analyzing conflict?:

Conflict analysis is an ongoing process, you adapt your actions to changing factors,
dynamics and circumstances.

Some tools for analyzing conflict situations:
a) Stages of conflict
b) Conflict mapping
c) The ABC triangle
d) The onion
e) The conflict tree
f) The pyramid

a) Stages of conflict 
 Conflicts change over time, passing through different stages of activity, intensity, tension
and violence. Written next are the basic stages.
 1. PRE-CONFLICT…in this period, the incapability of goals of parties could lead to open
conflict though generally, it is hidden for the public. There may be tension in relationships
between the parties.
 2. CONFRONTATION…the conflict became open at this stage. Each party side bay be
gathering its resources and perhaps finding allies with the expectation of increasing
confrontation, even violence. Relationships are getting to be polarized.
 3. CRISIS…the peak of the conflict. Violence and tensions are the most intense. In a large
scale conflict, this is the period of war. There is no or little communication between the
parties. 
 4. OUTCOME…the crisis will in one way or the other come to an outcome. It may be a
surrender, or an agreement, negotiations, etc. Mediator may help a lot to this process. 
 5. POST CONFLICT…the situation is resolved and there is no violent confrontations.
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b)conflict mapping 

 Mapping is a technique used to represent a
conflict graphically, placin the parties in
relation both to the problem and to each
other.
 How to map?:
 1.Decide WHAT you want to map, WHEN
and from what POINT OF VIEW. 
 ..it is often useful to do several maps of the
same situation from a variety of viewpoints
to see how the different parties are
perceiving the conflict. 
 2.DONT FORGET TO PLACE YOURSELF ON
THE MAP.. because it is a reminder that you
are part of the situation, not above it, even
when you analyse it. 
 3.Mapping is dynamic. It reflects a
particular point in a CHANGING SITUATION
and points towards ACTION…this analysis
should offer new possibilities (what can be
done? Who best to do it? When is the best
moment? etc.)
 4.it is useful to map the ISSUES between
parties that are in conflicts. Why does the
conflict exist? (..what are the parties views
of the other group?)

c)the ABC triangle
 
 This analysis is based on the premise that
conflicts have three major components: the
CONTEXT or situation, the BEHAVIOR of
those involved and their ATTITUDES.
All three mentioned influence each other.
For example, a context (situation) that
ignores the demands of one group is likely
to lead to an attitude of frustration, which
in turn may result in protests. 
 
Using this tool:
   1.draw up a separate ABC triangle for
each of the major parties in the conflict
situation.
   2.on each triangle, list the key issues
related to ATTITUDE, BEHAVIOUR and
CONTEXT, from the viewpoint of that party.
   3.indicate for each party what you think
are the most important needs and/or fears
in the middle of their triangle.
   4.compare the triangles, noting
similarities and differences between
perceptions.

d) The onion 
 
 This techniques is based on the analogy of an onion and its layers. The outer layer contains the
POSITIONS that we take publicly, for ALL to see and hear. Underlying these are our INTERESTS-
what we want to achieve from a particular situation. And finally, the core and most important
part are our NEEDS, we require to be satisfied. 
This type of analysis is useful for parties who are involved in negotiation, to clarify for
themselves their own needs, interests and positions. Then, as they plan their strategies for the
negotiation, they can decide how much of the interior ‘layers’ (interests and needs) they want to
reveal to the other parties involved. 
   The point of the Onion is to show graphically the possibility of peeling away as many as
possible of the layers that build up as a result of conflict, instability or mistrust, in order to try
to meet the underlying needs that form the basis of people’s actions.  
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what is the core problem?
what are the root causes?
what are the effects that have been resulted from this problem?
what is the most important issue for our group to address?

e) The conflict tree 
 
In many conflicts there will be a range of opinions concerning questions such as:

 
The conflict tree offers a method for a team, organization, group or community to identify the
issues that each of them sees as important and then sort into three categories:
   1.core problems
   2.causes
   3.effects
 
Many issues can be seen as both causes and effects of the conflict. This can form the basis for a
useful discussion about the cycle of violence and the way in which communities can become
trapped by conflict.

f) The pyramid 
 
   This tool you should use when you are trying to analyze conflicts that have more than one
level. As you consider each of the level in the diagram and relate them to your own situation,
you may find that most of your work is aimed at only one level. This cn make it difficult to bring
about lasting change because of the effect of the other levels on your context.

This type of analysis helps you to locate critical resource people who are strategically placed
and embedded in network that connect them vertically within the setting and horizontally in
the conflict. 
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Attitudes for Mediators
These altitudes are relevant whenever you want to assist, or are asked to assist, Indonflict which is not your own.
It may be a friend telling you about a problem on the telephone, It may be an informal chat with both people in
the conflict. It may be a formally organised mediation session.
 

Be objective-validate both sides, even if privately you prefer one point of view, or even when only one party is
present.Be supportive-use caring language.Provide a non-threatening learning environment, where peoplewill feel
safe to open up.

Be non-judging-actively discourage judgements about who was right and who was wrong. Don't ask"Why did
you?" Ask "What happened?" and "How do you feel?"

Use astute questioning - encourage suggestions from participants. Resist advising. If necessary, offer options not
directives.
Use a Win/win approach-work towards wins for both sides. Turn opponents into problem-solving partners.

The Third Party Mediator

Mediation Methods

Set some simple rules: listen carefully, state own
viewpoint clearly, attack the problem not the
person, look for answers to meet everyone's needs.

 Define your mediator role as there to support both
people 'winning".

Get agreement from both people about a basic
willingness to fix the problem.

Let each person say what the problem is for them.
Check back that the other person has actually
understood them.

Guide the conversation towards a joint problem
solving approach and away from personal attack.

Encourage thern to look for answers where
everybody gets what they need.

Redirect "Fouls" (Name Calling, Pul Dawns,
Sneering, Blaming, Threats, Bringing up the Past,
Making Excuses, Not Listening, Getting Even).
Where possible the mediator retrames the negative
statement into a neutral description of a legitimate
present time concern.

Stages in Mediation 
 

Open
Introductions and agreements: Warm up,
explanations, arrangements, discuss the win/win
approach.

Establish
Overview: What is the matter? Each person
expresses their view of the conflict, the issues and
their feelings.
Details: What is Involved? More details. Map needs
and concerns. Clarify misperceptions. Identity other
relevant issues. Use Mirroring.

Move
Review: Where are they now? Identify areas of
agreement. Encourage willingness to move forward.
Meet separately.

Negotiation: Focus on future action. How would
they like it to be? What would that take? Develop
options. Use trading to build wit for everyone.

Close
Completion: Make contracts. Plan for the future,
Including setting a time to review agreements.
Closing statements.
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Open: Introductions and Agreements
  Take charge of the process: Set up the meeting space. Explain that each party
will have equal time to describe his/her view without interruption. Describe the
win/win approach and its emphasis on needs. Clarify roles and expectations of
mediator and participants.

Establish: Overview and Details
 Focus on needs: Ask each person to describe what he/she needs for the
situationto improve.
Use mirroring if emotions are high. This controls abuse and checks that each
person has heard the other accurately. (Have each person rephrase the other's
statement and have it confirmed before making a reply.)
Encourage "1" statements to clarify how each person sees the situation.
Discourage personal attacks. Move to specific examples of people's needs,
concerns, and causes of irritation.Acknowledge feelings and thank people for
openly expressing them. Reinforce willingness to resolve when people show it.

Move: Identify Areas of Agreement and Negotiate
Ask what would it take for the situation to be better?
Acknowledge common ground and affirm this is the case.
 Seek some flexibility and movement from each party. 
Check out agreement even if it is only in principle, so far. 
Develop many options. What can each person do to help solve the problem? 
Help define measurable criteria for change, What signs will show that the
problem is being addressed?

Close: Completion
Suggest meeting to evaate how agreement is working. 
Check that people have really agreed and can live with the chosen options.
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Mirroring          
"Yes, that's why I said it."

Person A Person B

A's "I" statement 

A's respons

B's restatement of what
 he/she heard A say 

NO, 
that's 
not 

what I said 

YES, 
that's,

is what 
I said 

B's "I" statement

A's restatement

B's respons

YES,
that's
what I

said

NO,
that's

not what
I said

A's next statement 

...the squence repeats until each person feels
completely heard and understood 14
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 Handling Difficult Emotions in Others

If we react to others defensively by attacking or withdrawing,
conflict often increases. If, instead, we respond appropriately,
we can help to bring the emotions to a level at which the issue
can be dealt with more constructively.

Try the following: Receive Listen and say nothing for the
moment. Give the other person room to discharge emotions.
Respect the other person's communication of feelings.

Notice: Observe your own reaction.

Centre: Tune into yourself. Breathe deeply.

Listen again: Ask yourself what you are picking up from the
communication. Separate feelings from content. Strain out
what is valid and let at least some abuse pass you by.

Reflect back: Reflect both feelings and content."Let me check
with you if..." "Is what you are saying...?"

Clarify and Explore: What are the other person's needs and
concerns? Explore what is behind the words being used. Ask
questions to shift the focus from anger to exploring the issues.

Repeat the cycle: Ensure that both feelings and facts are
mutually understood.

Move: Acknowledge needs and concerns. Consider the next
step e.g. develop options, make an"I statement, take time out.
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Listen
When I ask you to listen to me 

and you start giving advice 
you have not done what I asked. 

 
When I ask you to listen to me

 and you begin to tell me why I shouldn't feel that way. 
you are trampling on my feelings.

 
When I ask you to listen to me

and you feel you have to do something to solve my problems,
 you have failed me, strange as that may seem.

 
Listen! All I ask is that you listen.

 Not talk or do-just hear me.
 

Advice is cheup: 50 cents will get you both Dorothy Dix and
Dr Spock in the same newspaper.

 
And I can DO for myself; I'm not helpless.

Maybe discouraged and faltering, but not helpless.
 

When you do something for me that I can and need to do
for myself, you contribute to my fear and weakness.

 
But when you accept as a simple fact that I do feel what I feel,

no matter how Irrational, then I quit trying to convince
you and can get about the business of understanding what's

behind this irrational feeling.
And when that's clear, the answers are obvious and I don't 

need advice.
 

So, please listen and just hear me, and if you want to talk,
Wait a minute for your turn; and I`ll listen to you.

 

 ACTIVE LISTENING
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           Things to Try

Put the focus of attention totally on the
speaker.

Repeat conversationally and tentatively, in
your words, your understanding of the
speaker's meaning.

Feed back feelings, as well as content
(probe, if appropriate, e.g. "How do you feel
about that?" or "How did that affect you?").

Reflect back not only to show you
understand, but also so the speaker can
hear and understand his or her own
meaning.

Try again if your active listening statement
is not well received.

Be as accurate in the summary of the
meaning as you can.

Challenge powerlessness and hopelessness
subtly (e.g. "It is hopeless", "It seems
hopeless to you right now." "There's
nothing I can do.", "You can't find anything
that could fix it?").

Allow silences in the conversation.

Notice body shifts and respond to them by
waiting. Then, e.g. How does it all seem to
you now?"

Things to Avoid

Avoid talking about yourself.

Reject Introducing your own reactions or
well intentioned comments.

Try not to ignore feelings in the situation.

Avoid advising, diagnosing, baiting,
reassuring, encouraging or criticising.

Dispense with thinking about what you will
say next.

Avoid parroting the speaker's words or only
saying "mm", or "ah, hah".

Don't pretend that you have understood if
you haven't.

Avoid letting the speaker drift to less
significant topics because you haven't
shown you've understood.

Avoid fixing, changing, or improving what
the speaker has said.

Don't change topics.

Resist filling in every space with your talk.

Don't neglect the non-verbal content of the
conversation.
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